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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Proteins are naturally occurring polymers of amino acids which are of fundamental importance to all biolog-

ical processes. There are 20 chemically distinct amino acids found in life on earth. These can be arranged in

arbitrary sequence order and have arbitrary sequence length. Peptides are short proteins, having fewer than

50 amino acids. In this study, we focus on peptides having 7 amino-acids.

In proteins and peptides, it is known that a particular sequence of amino acids determines a 3-dimensional

folded molecular structure and associated chemical and physical properties. Hence, the amino acid sequence

also determines the ultimate biological function.

Conceptually, protein structure can be divided in 4 levels:

1. Primary: The sequence of amino-acids.

2. Secondary: The formation of helical and β-sheet elements .

3. Tertiary: The formation of long range bonds between the secondary structure elements.

4. Quaternary: The formation of stable bonds between distinct protein molecules.

All 4 levels of protein structure can influence the function of a protein. With this in mind, it is sometimes

desirable to search for peptide sequences which bind to a certain biological target. For example, peptides

having structures that specifically bind bone tissue can act as drug targeting systems. The search (or selection)

for these peptides is done through a laboratory technique called Phage Display Screening [1], which works

as follows:
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1. Using recombinant DNA methods [2], the genetic information for all possible 7-mer peptides is encoded

into a bacterio-phage library. (Bacterio-phage are viruses that infect bacteria and can be easily grown in

bacterial cultures). Each phage particle displays a unique 7-mer peptide on its surface.

2. The phage particles are then exposed to the target. Some phage will encode peptides having a structure

which will bind the target.

3. The phage which did not bind are washed away. The bound phage are then extracted from the solution

and amplified by replicating the phage (on bacterial colonies).

4. Using the phage isolated from the previous round, the whole process repeats again. Each iteration

enriches the pool in phage particles that have peptides binding the target.

5. The genetic information from the residual phages is determined using DNA sequencing methods.

6. Once the peptide sequences have been determined, large quantities of particular peptides can be chem-

ically synthesized and their binding properties independently validated and studied.

More recently, Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technology has been applied in Phage Display, isolating

millions of candidate peptide sequences [1]. However, from these large lists of candidate sequences, only a

few can be taken into expensive validation experiments and developed as products. The main problem then

is how to choose the very best peptides for the further research? This problem is made more difficult because

even with the application of NGS, still less than 1 percent of the selected phage pool can be sequenced.

Presently, Phage Display yields no direct information about the folded structures of peptides. If this gap

between sequence information on one hand, and structure information on the other could be closed, then it

would be possible to prioritise peptide candidates in a rational and systematic way, bringing much added

value to Phage Display technology.

As a step toward this ambitious goal, the LUMC-LIACS Biosemantics group created a very large database

of all possible hepta-peptide sequence-structure combinations simulating the folding process of all possi-

ble 7-mer sequences. This database is called the Peptide Sequenome. Given the 20 distinct amino acids

and the 7 positions in the peptides, there are 20 to the power 7 ”1.28 billion” sequence possibilities in the

database. The intention is to use the Peptide Sequenome to rationalize, at a structural level, the outcome of

Phage Display-NGS experiments. Ultimately, using correlations on the entire sequence-structure landscape it

may be possible to locate the global optimum peptide sequence from only a single round of Phage Display

screening.

In this research project, we mine the Peptide Sequence database for global patterns in the sequence-to-

structure mapping, and compare these patterns to empirical sequence data derived from Phage Display
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experiments conducted at the LUMC. This is a Big Data research project, where we have millions of sequences

(from the lab) being compared to a billion structures (from the computer). The primary goal of this research

is to see if the AGADIR structure predictions can explain features of the empirical data. The methodological

beauty of this approach lies in the convergence of combinatorial optimization theory, large-scale computer

simulation and data mining, and well-controlled high-throughput laboratory validation experiments.

1.2 Thesis Overview

In chapter 2, we introduce the Peptide Sequenome database. We begin with a discussion of the computer

simulations of peptide folding and then describe the methods employed for data mining and characterizing

the global sequence-structure landscape.

In chapter 3 we describe the large sequence data-sets obtained from Phage Display-NGS experiments car-

ried out at LUMC. We also demonstrate how data from the Peptide Sequenome can be combined with data

from Phage Display-NGS experiments.

In chapter 4 we analyze how the 7-mer structures predicted by computer simulation map onto the 7-mer

sequences isolated by Phage Display laboratory experiments. We find a correspondence between the simula-

tion and experimental data and interpret these findings considering potential limitations of the computational

and experimental techniques.

Last, we summarize the findings and conclusions and pose new questions for follow up investigations in

chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Mining the Peptide Sequenome Database

2.1 Peptide Sequenome Database

In a collaboration between the LUMCs Human Genetics Department (E. Schultes) and the University of

Amsterdams Computational Science Department (A. Belloum) a high-performance work-flow was created to

generate the Peptide Sequenome database. First, the space of possible heptamer sequences was exhaustively

enumerated. Each sequence was then submitted to a pseudo-molecular dynamics protein folding algorithm

called AGADIR [3–9]. Among other things, AGADIR predicts the helical structure of the peptide. To be more

exact, AGADIR outputs the expectation that each amino acid position in the peptide participates in a helical

secondary structure (Figure 2.1). In the simulations run here, the 7-mer sequences were augmented with

Figure 2.1: Example output of the AGADIR algorithm on a peptide from the Peptide Sequenome. The first column
indexes the amino acid position (from N to C terminus). The second column shows the amino acid at that position using
the single-letter amino acid code. The 7-mer sequence circled in green with its corresponding helical structure circled in
blue. Note that the constant linker sequence is shown at positions 8-11, and is the same for all 1.28 billion 7-mer sequence
possibilities. The seven remaining columns are other features of the peptides folded structure predicted by AGADIR,
including NMR shifts (last 3 columns).

a C-terminal [10] 4-amino acid constant linker sequence (GGGS). This linker sequence was added because

it is present in the Phage Display system (the linker was intentionally engineered to maximize exposure of

the 7-mer peptide to its potential target without interference from the much larger phage particle to which

it is attached). By including the linker sequence in the computer simulations, we can account for potential

4
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long-range interactions between amino acids in the 7-mer and the linker when forming folded structure.

Furthermore, these extra positions comply with AGADIRs requirement for sequences to have minimally

10-amino acid positions.

The helical expectation at the amino-acid positions was found to range [0.00, 52.80]. The AGADIR output, that

is the predicted structure of the peptide was thus represented as a real-valued vector {a1, a2, a3 · · · a11}. The

particular case where the helical expectation for all positions is 0.00, we named the NULL vector. Peptides (or

proteins) associated with the NULL vector are predicted by AGADIR to contain no helical structure. However,

this does not mean that such peptides have no structure whatsoever. It may well be that these peptides have

other structures like β-sheet. This limitation of the AGADIR algorithm must be carefully considered when

interpreting the results. Nonetheless, the AGADIR algorithm has 3 distinct advantages for this study:

1. AGADIR is computationally fast and is practical to use when computing over all possible 1.28 billion

sequence possibilities.

2. AGADIR has three explicit parameters: temperature, pH and ionic strength. This permits the compu-

tation of structure predictions fitted to the specific conditions of real-world experiments.

3. Given (1) and (2), it is feasible to use AGADIR to explore the temperature, pH and ionic strength

parameter space of the Peptide Sequenome. Establishing trends over this parameter space will yield

thermodynamic insights for each peptide sequence that extend beyond static structure predictions.

In this study, ionic strength and pH were held constant at 60mM and 7.4 respectively, while temperature was

adjusted to 3 distinct values: 277, 295 and 310 Kelvin (resp. 4, 22, 37 Celsius). In general for proteins and

peptides, there is a relationship between folded structure and temperature. Typically, there will be a melting

point where the folded structure at one temperature regime becomes denatured at a higher temperature

regime, giving rise to an alternative structure or obliteration of unique structure altogether. The 3 temperature

points investigated here were chosen with practical applications in mind: 4 degrees Celsius is the coolest

temperature at which peptide experiments are typically be carried out; 22 degrees Celsius is a typical room

temperature which is convenient and often used; 37 degrees Celsius equals the human body temperature,

which for human drug development is the most relevant temperature. This resulted in a large sequence-

structure MySQL database we called the Peptide Sequenome.

For the purposes of data mining, we partition the Peptide Sequenome into 6 main tables:

1. 3 tables for each of the 3 different temperatures. We refer to these as the original tables σ.

2. 3 tables containing the unique structures µ derived from each σ. These 3 tables are created because tables

σ contain duplicate structures (due to a many-to-one sequence-structure relationship). Furthermore,

these unique structures appear in multiple temperatures.
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To get a better understanding of how folded structure is distributed in the total sequence space, we did the

following. For each σ the amount of NULL vectors was filtered out to calculate the percentage that has helix

structure. Next, we search for the unique structures of µ, for the purpose of further analysis (Table 2.1). It

Temperature Category σ % having helical structure Number of sequences having helical structure
310 50,57 647.251.502

295 58,60 750.072.633

277 67,23 860.598.890

Table 2.1: Fraction of sequences in the Peptide Sequenome that have NULL vectors at different temperatures. These
results correspond with the logical denaturation of proteins: high temperatures causes the breakdown of structures and
thus higher percentage having NULL structure.

occurs that µ contains overlapping structures of all σ. Structures found in σ-310 can also be present in σ-277

or σ-295 and vica versa. Consequently, µ can be filtered into 7 temperature categories (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: This Venn diagram shows the possible overlap between AGADIR structure vectors at the 3 temperature
categories of the µ tables. Each circle represents the space of all possible 1.28 billion sequences. The 4 overlapping sectors
represent those sequences having identical structure vectors at multiple temperature regimes. The 4 overlapping and 3

non-overlapping categories create 7 unique sequence-structure temperature relationships (see Tables 2.2 and 2.3).

2.2 Filtering algorithms

The following algorithms were used to partition µ. The α, β and γ variables represent the different tempera-

ture categories 277, 295 and 310.

1. Obtaining unique structures of µ in 1 temperature category:

⇒ insert into temporary table A select structures from µ-α left join µ-β

⇒ insert into temporary table B select structures from A left join µ-γ

⇒ insert into final table select structures from B

2. Obtaining unique structures of µ in 2 temperature categories:

⇒ insert into temporary table A select structures from µ-α inner join µ-β

⇒ insert into temporary table B select structures from A left join µ-γ

⇒ insert into final table select structures from B
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3. Obtaining unique structures of µ in all 3 temperature categories:

⇒ insert into temporary table A select structures from µ-α inner join µ-β

⇒ insert into temporary table B select structures from A inner join µ-γ

⇒ insert into final table select structures from B

The first algorithm utilises left joins only. A left join extracts data exclusively present in the left table and

not the right. Therefore, the first algorithm can obtain the structures exclusively present in 1 temperature

category. The second uses a combination of left and inner joins. It first isolates the structures both present in

2 temperature categories with an inner join. Afterwards it filters out any remaining structures of the third

temperature (overlap) with a left join. Finally, the last algorithm obtains the structures exclusively present

to all temperatures by using 2 inner joins. The following table displays the result of the filtering: The first 3

Temperature Category of µ Number of original structures Number of structures after filtering
Unique structures only in K310 1.472.710 574.218

Unique structures only in K295 2.231.423 997.595

Unique structures only in K277 3.922.242 2.663.905

Unique structures only in K277K295 1.102.707 490.966

Unique structures only in K277K310 767.371 155.630

Unique structures only in K295k310 742.862 131.121

Unique structures only in K277K295K310 5.625.176 611.741

Table 2.2: Sequence-structure-temperature partition of the Peptide Sequenome.

entries are the same as the 3 original µ tables. The amount of original structures in the next 3 categories is

equal to the number of all structures belonging to both of the mentioned temperatures. The overlap of the

third temperature is filtered out afterwards. The last category compromises the original structures of the first

3 categories, but with the removal of duplicates. Finally, the sum of all filtered structures totals the amount

of original structures of µ-α β γ. This proves a check on the filtering process.

At this point, each unique structure is provided with a unique, though arbitrary numeric structure id for

the sake of clarity (Table 2.3). The NULL-vector is assigned 5013436.

Temperature Category of µ Index of structure id
Unique structures only in K310 1 - 574.218

Unique structures only in K295 574.219 - 1.571.813

Unique structures only in K310 1.571.814 - 4.235.718

Unique structures only in K277K295 4.235.719 - 4.726.684

Unique structures only in K277K310 4.726.685 - 4.882.314

Unique structures only in K295k310 4.882.315 - 5.013.435

Unique structures only in K277K295K310 5.013.436 - 5.625.176

Table 2.3: Assignment of structure IDs for all 5.625.176 unique structures found over all three temperature regimes.
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2.3 Temperature Dependence

Now we take a closer look at the temperature dependence of our peptide structures. Therefore, we plot the

percentage of peptides having helical structure (Table 2.1, the 3 σ tables referring to the original calculated

structure data) against the number of unique structures (Table 2.2, first 3 µ tables) for 277, 295 & 310 degrees

Kelvin (resp. 4, 22 & 37 degrees Celsius).

Figure 2.3: This figure shows the linear decrease of structure per temperature category, in percentage of the peptide
sequences having structure. Secondly, it shows the decline of the number of unique structures per temperature category.
The first y-axis represents the percentage of peptide sequences having non-null, i.e. helical structure. The second y-axis
represents the number of unique structures. Finally, the x-axis depicts the temperature in Celsius.

2.4 Base Curve

Having now partitioned the data-sets structure and temperature, we focus exclusively on the peptide se-

quence space of 310 Kelvin.

From Table 2.2 we note that the amount of unique structures is relatively small (on the order of one million)

compared to the number of unique sequences (on the order of one billion). Hence, there must be in gen-

eral, a many-to-one sequence-to-structure relation in the peptide space. That is, in general, many different

sequences are mapping to a given structure. This many-to-one relation guarantees a correlated structure land-

scape. We can express this relation by assembling frequency tables holding the the number of sequences per
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structure (frequency counts). But even before we can do that, we need to construct sequence-structure tables.

The sequence-structure tables are built by comparing the structure vectors of the σ tables to the 7 differ-

ent structure tables. Specifically, each helical position ρ of {a1, a2, a3 · · · a11}σ is compared to each helical

position π of {a1, a2, a3 · · · a11}µ. If and only if the 2 vectors are an exact match, the sequence name of the

vector in question is retrieved from σ and mapped to its corresponding structure id from µ. Consequently, 7

sequence-structures tables are obtained.

This mapping took about a week. This period of time could have been shortened by assigning indexes to the

records within the σ tables. Another performance improvement could have been achieved by assigning the

structure id’s to the 3 original µ tables. However, we chose to assign the id’s after the partitioning because

we preferred an ascending index-mapping for all temperature categories.

Now we can finally attach structures to the sequences obtained by Phage Display Selection through com-

parison by sequence-name. Even more, this enables us to construct the frequency tables for all temperature

categories. Frequency counts is defined as the number of sequences mapping to a structure. Each structure id

is paired with a frequency count. The higher the frequency count, the more common the structures are. The

data of the associated frequency tables F-310, F-277 310,F-295 310 & F-277 295 310 is combined and ordered

by highest frequency counts. This totals to 1.472.410 million structure id’s, which covers the total 310 Kelvin

sequence space. The graph produced from this data, is referred to as the Base Curve (Figure 2.2). We define

this curve as a reference landscape, to which the Phage Display Data will be compared.

Figure 2.4: The base curve at 37C. The x-axis represents a rank ordering of the structure ids according to the number of
sequences that map to them (shown on the y-axis). Shown here are the first 300 of 1.472.710 unique structures found at
37C.



Chapter 3

Phage Display Data analysis

3.1 Phage Display Data & Naı̈ve Libraries

The data generation process for the phage display data is divided into 2 phases. The first phase compromises

Phage Display screening, the second Deep Sequencing. Here, we provide a recap of the process.

Phage Display screening is a laboratory technique which utilizes the surface display of peptides on phage

particles to aid the selection of peptides, through a process of filtering and amplifying. It was first described

by George P. Smith in 1985 [11]. Since then, Phage Display has become a widely used technique throughout

the life sciences [12, 13] and has become commercially available from New England BioLabs [1].

In the Phage Display, the genetic information for all possible 7-mer peptides (1.28 billion sequence com-

binations) is encoded in bacterio-phage genomes. These phage are then exposed to a target of interest. Phage

particles that have a peptide capable of binding the target will non-covalently bind with some level of affinity

and specificity. Phage that bind with little or no affinity will be subsequently washed away. The bound phage,

having been separated (selected) from the larger pool can now be eluted from the target and amplified. The

amplification of the phage is accomplished by infecting bacterial hosts with the selected phage particles,

whereby the selected phage viruses undergo many instances of replication. This process of selection and

amplification constitutes a single round of selection.

The selection-amplification process can be iterated multiple times, each round enriching the selected pop-

ulation in phage binding to the target. Over the course of multiple rounds, the diversity of peptide sequences

in the phage library tends to decrease from 1.28 billion to a lower value depending on the details of the

experiment (for example, number of rounds, the nature of the target, the stringency of the selection protocol).

10
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In this way, Phage Display is a physical instantiation of a combinatorial optimization algorithm not unlike

a genetic algorithm or simulated annealing. In principle, after sufficient rounds of selection-amplification,

Phage Display Screening will converge onto peptide sequences that are optimal in binding to the given target

under the experimental conditions.

The outcome of the Phage Display Screen is a list of peptide sequences that bind the target. The sequence

information is obtained by sequencing that part of the phage genome that encodes the peptide. In general,

over the course of selection, strongly-binding peptide sequences will become enriched in the population and

will have multiple sequence reads. It is assumed that the more sequence reads a peptide has (the higher its

count in the sample) the better it is at binding the target. Until recently, sequencing was done is a manual

way, producing at most a few hundred sequence reads. In 2012, the research group at LUMC was the first to

apply high-throughput Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technology to Phage Display [13]. DNA from the

bound phage was processed in large amounts, which result in millions of sequence reads representing the

selected peptides. The target in this case was human bone cell in tissue culture.

The application of NGS technology to Phage Display gives a high-resolution picture into the dynamics of

the phage population with each round of selection-amplification. Using NGS, even rare sequences including

sequences that occur only a single time can be identified in each round of selection-amplification. The ulti-

mate goal in applying NGS to Phage Display was to determine if NGS technology could, by looking deeper

into the selected pools, reduce the number of rounds of selection-amplification that were necessary to obtain

suitable peptides. In order to assess the potential of NGS technology in Phage Display, samples were taken

from the naı̈ve (pre-selected) libraries as well as from each of 4 rounds of selection. Then, the sequence counts

of each unique sequence was noted, creating a distribution of sequence-counts per round. Hence, the starting

point for the Phage Display data analysis in this thesis is as follows (summarized in Table 3.1):

1. 4 rounds of Phage Display data previously described in [13].

2. 3 Naı̈ve Libraries named A,B & C.These data reflect the distribution of peptides in the original Phage

Display library before they are exposed to the target. In principle, each of the 1.28 billion possible 7-mer

sequences should be uniformly represented in the original pools. However, physical, chemical, and

biological effects are known to induce biases in the distribution of peptide sequences even before the

selection step is initiated. Library B is a sequenced, non-amplified library. Library A is the amplified

library from B after one round of Phage Display screening. Finally, C is the first round amplified naı̈ve

library used for the Phage Display screening and sequencing of the 4 Phage Display rounds.
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Data-set Original reads Unique sequences
Round 1 14.725.587 1.792.654

Round 2 16.619.643 1.228.666

Round 3 12.647.578 280.909

Round 4 13.540.211 236.516

Naı̈ve A 25.962.770 8.236.941

Naı̈ve B 7.871.525 5.415.512

Naı̈ve C 6.189.787 3.489.292

Table 3.1: Experimental data: NGS sample size, and the number of unique sequences found, for the Naı̈ve Libraries and
the 4 rounds of Phage Display data.

Henceforth, we refer to these data-sets as experimental data. This is in contrast to the AGADIR-based structure

prediction data-sets discussed in the previous chapter, which we call simulation data. The 1.28 billion peptide

sequences are common elements of both data-sets and hence, the sequences act as a bridge linking exper-

imentally determined NGS sequence counts on one hand and the AGADIR-predicted frequency counts on

the other. The most fundamental question we can ask is: Are there correlations between these Big data-sets?

In other words, are there features of the AGADIR-predicted structure landscape that can be used to explain

features of the NGS Phage Display sequence counts? If so, can the AGADIR-predicted structure landscape be

used to optimize peptide binding for this, and perhaps for other targets? Answering these questions imply

an exploratory mining of Big Data. To provide focus in our search for correlations, we formulate and test a

simple hypothesis:

Given that some AGADIR-predicted structures are more common in sequence space (Chapter 2), we

assume that Phage Display screening tends to result in sequences having common structures. That is,

the sequences (and structures) recovered in Phage Display experiments are those that are most easily

found throughout the peptide sequenome. Although sequences having rare structures could in principle

also bind to the target, they will be more susceptible to noise in the system and have lower probabil-

ity of successful amplification. If this hypothesis is true, then we expect to see a correlation between

experimentally determined NGS sequence counts on one hand and the Base Curve on the other.

If this hypothesis was not supported by the data (i.e., we find there is no correlation between the experimental

and simulated data-sets), then either Phage Display screening selects for other features of peptide structure

or the AGADIR prediction algorithm fails to capture structural features relevant for peptide binding. In the

next section we describe the assembly of a new data-set whereby the peptide sequence is used to combine the

experimental and simulated data-sets so that we can search for correlations between NGS sequence counts

and AGADIR-predicted frequency counts. We then interpret the results in Chapter 4.
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3.2 Combining experimental and simulated data-sets

First, we build new tables where the sequences of the experimental data are provided a structure id and

helical structure vector (at 37C). The structure id is associated with a sequence by comparing the sequence

name of the experimental data with sequence name of the sequence-structure tables of the 310 Kelvin space.

The helical structure is assigned to its corresponding sequence by matching the sequence name from the

experimental data to sequence names of the σ-310.

Sequence name Sequence counts Helical Vector Structure id
AAAAAFWGGGS 1 {0, .2, .2, .2, .2, .1 ,0,0,0,0,0} 5158499

AAAAAPGGGGS 1 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,} 5013436

AAAAAPPGGGS 4 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,} 5013436

AAAAASWGGGS 3 {0, .1, .1, .2, .2, .1,0,0,0,0,0} 5085886

AAAADTCGGGS 4 {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,} 5013436

Table 3.2: A representative example of the combined experimental-simulated data-sets. Listed here are the 5 sequences,
their corresponding structure id and their Helical Structure Vector, as well as the Sequence Counts from Round 1 of the
Phage Display screening.

Now, we build tables, containing for each structure id, the frequency counts F (number of sequences map-

ping to the AGADIR structure) from these data-sets to construct the 7 core tables τ. To these tables, we also

add the sum S of the sequences counts per structure to each data-set from τ. Thus, τ consists of structure id’s

with their associated frequency count and S of sequence counts. Finally, we normalize by dividing F and S

by the number of original sequences per round.

Structure id Frequency count Sum of sequence counts
5013436 802.9479572 6726.7973766

5085886 0.6580383 3.9237825

5158499 1.8213196 15.2421768

Table 3.3: This is the τ-Round1 data-set associated with the original Round 1. The exact same structure id’s are also
shown. It occurs that the NULL-vector has an extremely large F and S, in comparison to the other structures.

The frequency counts and sum of sequence counts both serve as measures which will determine whether our

hypothesis holds. By mapping them onto the base-curve, we hope to confirm and the correlation between

our experimental data and the AGADIR data.



Chapter 4

Results

By having the τ, i.e. unique structure tables, from our 7 data-sets on hand, we now can now analyze the

experimental and simulation data. First, we investigate possible trends in sequence and structure diversity

over rounds of phage display selection. Then we look for correlations between NGS sequence counts and

AGADIR-predicted frequency counts.

1 Data-set 2 Original Reads
Naı̈veA 25.962.770

Naı̈veB 7.871.525

Naı̈veC 6.189.787

Round1 14.725.587

Round2 16.619.643

Round3 12.647.578

Round4 13.540.211

Table 4.1: The first column lists the experimental data-set, either the naı̈ve library or selection round. The second column
(Sample size: original number of reads) gives the number of NGS reads acquired.

As described previously (Chapter 3 & [13]), we would expect the diversity of sequences to diminish from

the naı̈ve libraries through Round 4 (Table 4.2 columns 2 and 3). Presumably, this is because relatively few

(approximately 12.1% to 1.7%, Table 4.2 column 2 ) peptide sequences from the 1.28 billion possibilities are

binding the target and are being enriched in the population by the process of phage display. However,

unexpectedly, the number of unique sequences having helical structure (Table 4.2 columns 4 and 5) decrease

from 34% to 29% over the course of the selection. In other words, phage display appears to be selecting for

sequences that are associated with the Null-vector.

14
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1 Data-set 2 Unique
sequences

3 % Unique
Sequences

4 US having
helical

structure

5 % Having
helical

structure

6 Unique
Helical

structures

7 % of
Unique
Helical

structure
Naı̈veA 8.236.941 31.73 3.022.421 37 47.145 1.5
Naı̈veB 5.415.512 68.80 1.960.641 36 35.705 1.8
Naı̈veC 3.489.292 56.37 1.271.764 36 27.880 2.2
Round1 1.792.654 12.1 610.266 34 15.644 2.6
Round2 1.228.666 7.39 409.218 33 11.644 2.8
Round3 280.909 2.32 84.210 30 4.062 4.8
Round4 236.516 1.74 67.705 29 3.458 5.1

Table 4.2: Trends in the diversity of peptide sequences and structures over rounds of phage display selection. The first
column lists the experimental data-set. Because some sequences are found multiple times among the NGS reads, the
second column gives the number of Unique Sequences. Some of the Unique Sequences, have non-Null-vector helical
structure, and these listed in the 4th column. As with sequence, many of these helical structures appear multiple times.
In the 6th column, we list the number of unique structures found in the original sample (these are the number of unique
helical structures from the τ tables which we extracted in Chapter 3). Columns 5 and 7 are normalized as follows: The
percentage having helical structure is calculated by dividing the unique sequences having helical structure (column 4) by
associated number of unique sequences, per data-set (column 2). The percentage of unique helical structures is obtained
by dividing the unique helical structures (column 6) by amount of unique sequences having helical structure, per data-set
(column 4). Last, the percentage of unique sequences is calculated by dividing the number of unique sequences (column
2) by the original reads (column 2 of Table 4.1).

Also surprising, regardless of the trend of increasing Null-vector, it is evident that the diversity of unique

helical structures (Table 4.2 columns 6 and 7) increases per round of Phage Display screening (nearly doubling

from 2.6% to 5.1%).
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In figure 4.1, the percentage of unique structures per the unique sequence sample size (Table 4.2 column 6

divided by column 2) is plotted against the percentage of sequences having helical structure (Table 4.2 column

4). Note (1), there is a clear trend from lower right to upper left between the naı̈ve libraries and extending

through rounds 1-4, (2) there is a gap between rounds 1-2 and rounds 3-4, (3) there is a gap between experi-

ment and random samples. It shows that Phage Display selection filters out all redundant sequences (noise)

first, and selects for more specific ones in rounds 3 and 4. The fact that the random samples are situated far

away also suggests that Phage Display does not select random sequences with respect to AGADIR assigned

structure id’s.

Figure 4.1: On the y-axis, the percentage of unique structures per the unique sequence sample size is plotted while the
x-axis depicts the percentage of sequences having helical structure. There is a trend from the naı̈ve libraries through
rounds 1-4 is visible, as well as the gaps found between rounds 1-2 and rounds 3-4 and between the experimental and
random samples.

Next, we present plots of the unique structure tables of experimental and random data and look for correla-

tions between NGS sequence counts and AGADIR-predicted frequency counts. These data-sets (Figures 4.2

and 4.3) are all ordered with respect to the frequency count of the Base Curve. They show the first 300 (of

more than 1.4 million) structure id’s. Since the NULL-vector has an extreme amount of frequency counts and

sums of sequence counts, we chose to disregard it from the sets.
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Figure 4.2: The Base Curve computed in Chapter 2 depicted here without the NULL-vector.

In figure 4.2, the 300 top-ranking structure ids are plotted on the x-axis and their frequency counts (number

of sequences mapping to each structure id) on the y-axis. The Base Curve demonstrates a power-law-like

distribution of sequences mapping to helical structures: Relatively few structures (those on the left) are com-

monly found throughout sequence space, while a long tail of structures (those on the right, and continuing

to 1.4 million other structure id’s) are rarely found in sequence space.

In figure 4.3a, these data track the trend of the Base Curve seen in Figure 4.2. Note, the divergence from

rounds 1-2 and rounds 3-4. However, it is too early to draw a plausible conclusion from these findings.

Therefore, we included a similar plot of data-sets from randomly generated sequences to be able to under-

stand our previous discovery.

The random data-sets show the same divergence as the Phage Display rounds (Figure 4.3a), but round 4

resembles a flat line. Presumably, this line is a result of (a) the sample size and (b) frequency count of 1

which was assigned to each random unique sequence. Hence sample size clearly effects the distribution of

selection results on this ranking of the structure id’s. From these plots, we cannot tell the difference between

random and phage display selected samples.
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Figure 4.3: Frequency count plots of the Phage Display selection and random data rounds.

(a) An analogous plot as Figure 4.2, except on the y-axis is plotted the Frequency counts for each of the 4 rounds of Phage Display
screening.

(b) This plot shows the distribution of randomly generated sequences of 4 rounds with the same sample size as the rounds 1-4 of Phage
Display screening. With the exception of round 4 (nearly flat line), these data depict the same trend we observed earlier in Figures 4.3.
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In the previous plots, we are seeing the effects of sample size. In an effort to control for that, we normalize

our data using the sum of sequence counts (Figure 4.4). Again, the sum of sequence counts represents the

total amount of sequence counts per unique structure. Moreover, the previous plots are also naı̈ve, but it

would be hard to understand the normalised plot without them.

In Figure 4.4, we observe numerous anomalies where certain structure classes (indicated with arrows) are

over-represented in the phage display selection. The sum of sequence counts for these anomalous structure

classes also increases sequentially over each round. Apparently, Phage Display is selecting for many differ-

ent sequences having the same structure, presumably because these structures have especially high binding

affinity and specify for the target. Note, the sum of sequence counts for random samples gives no peaks.

Therefore this is a real signal from the selection.

Figure 4.4: Sum of sequence counts of the 4 rounds of Phage Display screening (as described in Chapter 3). In contrast
to the absolute frequency counts, these data were normalized by their original reads. Although we see the same trend in
the distribution as in the previous plots, we also see some anomalies indicated with arrows (high peaks).

Next, we demonstrate an interesting correlation between the sum of sequence counts columns from the 4

rounds of Phage Display screening (Figure 4.5). This is done by calculating the correlation coefficient [14] for

all possible pairs x, y, representing these columns, of our Phage Display rounds:

C =
∑(x− x)(y− y)√

∑(x− x)2 ∑ (y− y)2

where x and y are the sample means of x and y. The coefficient C is defined as a value between [1,−1], with

positive 1 indicating a perfect positive correlation and minus 1 a perfect negative correlation.
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As can be seen, the successive rounds of the selection have high correlation, while the other possible correla-

tions are minimal. This demonstrates a trend in the sum of sequence counts over the course of selection.

Figure 4.5: This matrix depicts correlation values of the sum of sequence counts of the 4 Phage Display selection rounds.

Finally, we conclude this chapter with a distribution analysis of the common and rare structures of the Phage

Display selection rounds, i.e. we want to evaluate the distribution of the structures coming from the exper-

imental data of the Phage Display rounds 1-4 within the sequence space. These data will test directly our

hypothesis that Phage Display selects for common structures.

The first step in defining common and rare structures is to calculate the 80%-20% threshold of the Base Curve.

The 80%-20% threshold of the Base Curve was found at rankorder id 1282 with its associated structure id

5086460. We arbitrarily refer to structure id’s left this threshold as common structures and right from this

threshold as rare structures. Thus, we obtained a list of these common structures, which we compared to the

unique structure id’s (extracted from their associated τ tables) of the 4 Phage Display selection rounds. The

amount of the matched common structure id’s was afterwards subtracted from the total amount of unique

structure id’s per round, giving us the number of rare structure id’s. Therefore, providing the partitioning of

the common and rare structures. We normalized this data with respect to the total amount of unique struc-

ture id’s. In Figure 4.6, the blue bar represents the fraction of common structure id’s per round while the

orange bar shows the fraction of unique structure id’s which belong to the rare structures. The plot depicts

a clear trend: the amount of common structures rises over the course of the selection while the amount of rare

structures decreases.

Figure 4.6: The distribution analysis of the 4 Phage Display selection rounds. The fraction of unique common and rare
structure id’s is plotted on the y-axis while on the x-axis, is plotted the rounds of selection. The blue bar represents the
fraction of the common unique structure id’s per round and the orange bar shows the fraction of unique structure id’s
which are rare.
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Conclusion

Having produced interesting results through combining our experimental and simulated data, we can now

form some conclusions.

In chapter 1 we provided a general introduction regarding our research-project. In chapter 2, we then dis-

cussed the datamining of the computer simulated data, our AGADIR predicted peptide structures. In chapter

3, we subsequently explained the parsing and mapping of frequency counts onto structures. Finally in chap-

ter 4, we reviewed our results acquired from the datamining. Here we review particular results and derive

conclusions regarding the role of predicted secondary structure in the outcome of Phage Display experiments.

The first result (Figure 4.1) showed a trend that the percentage of unique structure rises from the naı̈ve

libraries through the 4 Phage Display rounds. Since the amount of unique sequences having helical struc-

ture decreases, you would expect that the percentage of unique structures also decreases. This would be

logical if there existed a one-to-one sequence-structure relationship. Because many unique sequences map

to a structure, and the amount of these sequences decreases, the percentage of unique structures would be

expected to increase for reasons having nothing to do with target binding. In other words, this trend is not

relevant regarding our hypothesis. With additional simulations and analysis on the experimental data, this

explanation could be validated. If this explanation was not validated then this trend would likely indicate a

correspondance between AGADIR predicted structures in silico and real molecular structures in vitro.

Another result from Figure 4.1 is a large gap visible between rounds 1-2 and rounds 3-4. When selecting for

peptides through rounds 1-4, a big decrease of unique sequences between rounds 1-2 and between rounds 3-4

was noted (Table 4.2, column 2). This observation is consistent with how Phage Display works; it is common

knowledge among experimentalists that at least 3 rounds of Phage Display screening are needed to obtain

adequate binders. However, based on these data it is not possible to interpret the structural meaning of this

21
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gap. From the test of correlation between sum of sequence counts of the Phage Display rounds (Figure 4.5),

we see a trend between successive rounds. This implies an evolution of the sequence-structure distribution

between the early rounds of selection and later rounds of selection.

A third observation noted from Figure 4.1 is the large gap noted between the experimental and randomly

generated data as described in Chapter 4. We can deduce from this that Phage Display is doing something

other than randomly selecting sequences. Although in principle the naı̈ve libraries should represent random

samples of sequence space, similar to the randomly generated data, the observed gap shows that in practice

the naı̈ve libraries are biased with respect to the AGADIR predicted structures. Furthermore, the bias in the

naı̈ve strongly impacts the course in the selection experiment.

Figure 4.4, which demonstrated the sum of sequence counts distribution of the 4 Phage Display rounds,

showed a similar trend to that observed in the Base Curve, but also contained anomalies where certain

structures where overrepresented. This observation can be interpreted that Phage Display selects for many

different sequences having the same structure, apparently because these structures have a high binding affin-

ity and focus on the target. However, we have not determined if these anomalies have resulted from a single

sequence or many sequences. This would be interesting material for a follow-up study.

Our initial hypothesis was that Phage Display selects for common structures. We expected the distribu-

tion of common structures to go up through rounds of selection, and the distribution of rare structures to

decrease. This was confirmed in the distribution analysis (Figure 4.6).

Given these findings we conclude that, (1) there exists a correlation between the AGADIR predicted structures

and the experimental data, and (2) Phage Display selects for sequences having common structures.



Appendix

An overview of the definitions used in this thesis.

1. Sequence - A peptide’s amino-acid sequence, i.e. ’peptide’.

2. Phage - A virus.

3. Helical structure - A secondary protein (peptide) structure.

4. µ - The tables containing unique structures, per temperature category.

5. σ - AGADIR’s prediction of helical structure for 3 different temperatures for the 1.28 billion 7-mer

sequences.

6. F - Frequency count, the number of sequences mapping to a structure.

7. τ - The core tables of the Experimental data, which consist of unique structures plus their frequency

counts and sum of sequence counts.

8. Sequence count - The number of times a sequence is encountered in a round of Phage Display screening.

9. S - Sum of the sequences counts per structure.

10. Base Curve - A reference landscape of the 1.4 million structure id’s and their frequency counts of the

310 Kelvin space.

11. Naı̈ve Library - A library which has unselected sequences.
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